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44:44 Star Gate Passage Ceremonies – March 2008 

Sacred Order of Venus Templar/Magdalene Community Participation 

 

The seven active Venus Node Temples are the wombs containing what could be 

called "Seeds of Light" for an Age soon upon us, when Venus, our Sister and 

Guardian in this solar system will aid us in our transition into the New Earth Star. 

 

It is my understanding that as soul group brothers and sisters, we are all co-participants in 

the cosmic quickening that is transporting our planet through the 44:44 Star Gateway into 

“the future ascended state of the earth into the Light field that will transform the 

earth into New Earth Star consciousness.” (quote by Maia Christianne/Thoth) 

 

See Akashic Record perspective at http://www.spiritmythos.org/earth/NES/nes_intro.html. 

 

Those participating in the 2008 Ruby Fire Temple Gathering will enact Earth’s passage 

through the 44:44 Star Gate on Saturday, March 8. Karen, Jeanette and I will enact it in 

Tucson on Wednesday, March 5. The guidance I have around these enactments are that 

they are a reflection of our soul group’s collective readiness to live in/embody this 

heightened state of consciousness. Per Cayelin’s Celestial Timings (see link below), my 

sense is that others wishing to enact a ceremony might do so anytime during March as 

Venus and Mercury are in a rare conjunction of three degrees or less all that month. 

Dates of particular significance are March 3, 7-9 (New Moon window), 10, 16, & 20-26. 

 

See http://www.celestialtimings.com/subscriber/greatmagic852.html. Cayelin provides a 

wealth of 44:44 Star Gate and 2004-2012 Venus Transit information this month and has 

taken the Celestial Timings to a new level with amazing visuals and maps. Support her 

work by subscribing at http://www.celestialtimings.com/order.html. This would make a 

great March 4 birthday gift to her! Happy Birthday, Cayelin! 
  

The ceremonial enactments also mark the completion of the vow to fulfill the planetary 

purpose of the Soul of the Magdalene made 4000 years ago in La Val Dieu in France by 

the being, who would incarnate later as the historic Magdalene, and the beings who 

would become Cayelin, Gina Dawn (Aaliyah), and myself in this lifetime. The fulfillment 

of this vow has been realized by all those who have re-claimed Sacred Union of the 

Divine Feminine and Divine Masculine. 

 

My understanding of the 44:44 Star Gate is that it is a portal at which Venus and Earth 

reunite as Twin Sisters and pass through the gateway into the lighter, brighter star 

frequency octave. When Earth journeyed into density so that it could experience and 

grow from the “limits” of the physical dimension, Venus held the finer frequency from 

which the Twin Sisters came and awaits Earth’s return.  

 

The ceremonial intent is to enact the raising of Earth’s frequency, the reunion of the 

Twins, and Earth’s “ascension” into New Earth Star consciousness. One way this may be 

enacted is by half of those present representing Earth and the other half Venus and 

passing through the star gate in pairs. The March 8 ceremony near Sedona will take place 

http://www.spiritmythos.org/earth/NES/nes_intro.html
http://www.celestialtimings.com/subscriber/greatmagic852.html
http://www.celestialtimings.com/order.html
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at the gate that leads to the Sacred Mountain pathway. The March 5 ceremony will take 

place on Karen’s land where she has been clearing a pathway to a new ceremonial area. 

Wherever passage ceremonies take place, it is important that the area entered by 

those going through a symbolic gateway, emerge in “new territory” so that there is 

the physical sensation of experiencing a new vista. Those of us in Arizona, will carry 

Hopi Sunflower Seeds through the gateway that they may be infused with New Earth Star 

energies and sown when, where, and how each of us are individually guided. 

 

If you make careful note of what is already in the works for you in March, you may 

realize that a passage date into new territory is already in place and recognize what seeds 

you are sowing. For example, Lisa will be taking her new book, Natural Rhythms, to the 

printer on March 7.  

 

Whatever anyone does, I understand it is key to raise our/Earth’s frequency by fully 

opening our hearts and allowing divine love to radiate forth from our beings 

because this is a Heart Ascension. For a beautiful visual and verbal assist go to  

http://www.spiritmythos.org/earth/NES/nes_heartascen.html. (Note: Some tales are that 

originally Earth was called Planet Heart and if we wanted to ascend back to the lighter 

Venus frequency, into the next octave of consciousness, we need to live heart-centered 

lives.) 

 

The ceremonies in Arizona will take place in the area mapped as the Mirror of Venus in 

the book Earth, The Cosmos and You by Virginia Essene. According to this information, 

the equilateral or solar cross, formed by the right angles where Arizona, New Mexico, 

Utah, and Colorado touch, represent the four stages of consciousness as Law, Life, Light, 

and Love. “This specific area is working as a magnet to draw all the star seeds, star lights, 

and star children back to that physical location where they have been before under the 

Lemurian vibration.” 

 

It feels particularly significant that those of us who will be enacting ceremonies in the 

solar cross region live in the SW and all either live in or have spent considerable time in 

the solar cross region and have interweaving histories together … and that, of the group, 

Alarya and Jay were physically present for the February 2007 reactivation of the Kauai 

Temple and Shanti, Carol Rose, and Debrah were present in the Canary Islands when that 

temple re-activated in January 2008. These factors create what Jeanette calls a 

concentrated essential oil effect as we come together for these ceremonies. And as we are 

making the passages on behalf of the collective, as Cayelin pointed out, when a drop of 

essential oil is placed into a large container of water (or energetic field), its essence 

expands throughout. 

 

Dovetailing with the Mirror of Venus information, Thoth, via Maia, indicates that a 

“grouping of Earth Souls THE SOLAR CROSS TEAM, who are on the Vangard of this 

new splendid reality will have already passed through the 44:44 Stargate ahead of the 

144,000 PLUS and will be waiting on the other side of the VEIL until 2012 to receive the 

rest. These dedicated Elder Souls, who are recovering the Planetary Light Body for the 

ALL, move through the dense magnetic pools and into the Holy of Holies within the 

http://www.spiritmythos.org/earth/NES/nes_heartascen.html
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Central Sun Atoma of the New Earth Star first. They will, however, proceed back out 

with the Planetary Light Body within them and be able to abide in its powerful envelope 

of Golden Light while assisting the 144,000 through the final doorway of the (6/21/2002 

until the fall of 2012).” My sense is that we are part of this team and that many of us will 

consciously experience the impact of moving through and back activity 2012. 

 

A valuable five-minute video by William Henry containing scientific confirmation of 

stargates (referencing one in Arizona) and ascension modalities can be seen at 

http://ascensionhologram.ning.com/video/video/show?id=1459597%3AVideo%3A15261. 

 

We’re going Galactic! 

 

Joyfully, Nicole 

 

 

44:44 Star Gate Passage Ceremony Considerations 

 

1) Set Sacred Intent to raise Earth’s frequency to that of Venus’ that the Twin Sisters may 

reunite and pass through the Star Gate together for Earth’s “ascension” into New Earth 

Star consciousness. 

2) Designate a symbolic gateway that will open into new territory, a new vista. 

3) Carry seeds to be infused with NES consciousness. Sunflower seeds carry the divine 

design for Celestial Earth/the 5
th
 World. 

4) Assist building the frequency by meditating on the Star Gate image; with drumming, 

dance, and song; by going into Deep, Silence … but, most importantly, by opening your 

heart and letting love flow. 

5) Use of Lucinda’s “Opener of the Way” gemstone essence and Kathy and/or Lucinda’s 

Venus Temple oils or essences. 

6) Once through the star gate, attune to NES energies and visions, anchoring them in the 

seeds and your body. 

7) Celebrate passage and fulfillment of the planetary purpose of the Soul of the Magdalene. 

8) Make an offering to the land, to Spirit, and All That Is. Give gratitude for the journey and 

all who have made/are making it.  

9) As you proceed back out, be conscious of the Planetary Light Body within you and your 

ability to abide in its powerful envelope of Golden Light while assisting the 144,000 

through the final doorway in 2012. 

10) Sow seeds when, where, and how you feel guided to do so. 

 

http://ascensionhologram.ning.com/video/video/show?id=1459597%3AVideo%3A15261

